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statistics for survival data.

• Today, we focus on multivariate models for survival data.
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• Treatment may appear to be ineffectual, but survival would be
lower without treatment.

• Treatment decisions are almost always confounded –
correlated with patient characteristics.
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• We attempt to make treated and control groups similar on
observed data, i.e. control for confounders.

• Key assumption: there are no unobserved differences between
treated and control group.

• This assumption is untestable, i.e. you can never rule out the
possibility that differences are due to unobserved differences in
groups.
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• When you control for variables, you should be able to answer
the question following question:

How could it be that two units that are identical in all
meaningful background characteristics nonetheless receive

different treatments?

• Are all the reasons for treatment fully recorded in the data?

• Ask yourself if that is plausible?
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• Clearly delineate when X ’s are measured.

• Don’t adjust for X ’s measured after the treatment occurred.

• Only interpret effect for exposure variable.
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• Cox model has some key drawbacks.

• Cox model assumes hazards are constant over time.

• Should effect be the same from 20 to 40 as 60 to 80?

• Cox model can lead to bias in a number of scenarios.

• See: Miguel Hernan, 2010. “The Hazard of Hazard Ratios.”
Epidimiology 21:1, 13–15.
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